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Abstract
Enhanced local field potential (LFP) activity in the beta-band recorded from the
subthalamic nucleus (STN) of patients suffering from Parkinson‘s Disease has been
described as a potential physiomarker for disease severity. It is suppressed by Levodopa
intake and STN deep brain stimulation (DBS) and correlates with disease severity across
patients. The aim of the present study was to explore the promising signature of the
physiomarker in the spatial domain. Based on LFP data acquired from 54 patients that
underwent STN-DBS, power values within alpha, beta, low beta and high beta bands were
calculated. The calculated values were spatially projected onto the STN after DBS
electrode localization based on postoperative imaging. This led to probabilistic maps
spatially highlighting predominant activity in each frequency band. Significantly higher beta
and lower alpha power was recorded from active vs. inactive DBS contact pairs. The peak
of activity in the beta band was situated within the dorsolateral portion of the STN which
corresponds to its sensorimotor functional zone. In contrast, higher alpha activity was
found ventromedial to this location, potentially corresponding to the associative or
premotor functional zone of the STN. Finally, thresholded maps of beta- and alpha-power
were used as seeds in a fiber tracking experiment. This showed that the beta-site received
more input from primary motor cortex whereas the alpha-site was connected to premotor
and prefrontal areas to a higher extent. Our results summarize predominant spatial
locations of frequency signatures recorded in STN-DBS patients in a probabilistic fashion.
We argue that the site of predominant beta-activity may serve as an electrophysiologically
determined spot for optimal outcome in STN-DBS for PD. Its definition as a probabilistic
atlas may potentially be used for surgical planning in the future. The electrophysiological
atlas will be made available under an open license.
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) in patients suffering from
Parkinson‘s disease (PD) is a well established therapy with excellent short and long term
clinical results and significant improvement in quality of life (Krack et al., 2003; Deuschl et
al., 2006). Patient selection and electrode placement are the most important factors to
achieve maximal clinical benefit from DBS. However, the optimal site of DBS electrode
placement within the STN remains a matter of debate (Butson, Cooper, Jaimie M
Henderson, et al., 2011; Eisenstein et al., 2014; Herzog et al., 2004; Maks et al., 2009;
Nowinski, Belov, Pollak and Benabid, 2005a; Welter et al., 2014; Wodarg et al., 2012). The
ultimate goal of a successful stimulation can be defined by three elementary conditions,
namely a best-possible clinical effect, a smallest-possible amount of side effects and (less
importantly) a smallest-possible power consumption during stimulation. In recent years, a
potential physiological marker coding for motor symptoms in PD has been identified in an
enhanced power of local field potential activity within the beta band (13-30 Hz) recorded
from the STN in PD (Brown, 2003; Hammond et al., 2007; Kühn and Volkmann, 2016).
STN beta power off medication correlates with clinical impairment in PD (Neumann et al.,
2016; van Wijk et al., 2016). Enhanced beta band activity is suppressed by levodopa
(Kühn et al., 2009; Kühn, Doyle, et al., 2006) and during DBS in parallel with clinical
improvement of motor symptoms, especially bradykinesia and rigidity but not tremor
(Eusebio et al., 2011; Kühn et al., 2008). Neurons with predominant firing frequencies
within the beta range are present in higher numbers in the dorso-lateral portion of the STN
(Trottenberg et al., 2007; Weinberger et al., 2006; Zaidel et al., 2010) which is considered
to be the sensorimotor functional zone of the nucleus (Accolla et al., 2014; Lambert et al.,
2012), forming part of the cortex – basal ganglia motor loop (Haynes and Haber, 2013;
Litvak et al., 2011). In line with this, clinical outcome of DBS correlated with the length of
the electrode trajectory displaying beta band activity during DBS surgery (Zaidel et al.,
2010). Moreover, first promising results with adaptive DBS underline that the amount of
local STN beta power can be used as a threshold to trigger stimulation periods (Little et al.,
2013). To further extend these findings, studies that simultaneously recorded cortical and
subcortical oscillatory activity via magnetoencephalography and local field potentials (LFP)
could show that structures of the basal ganglia communicate on different frequency bands
with cortical areas using different distributed networks (Hirschmann et al., 2013; Litvak et
al., 2011; Neumann, Jha, et al., 2015). Information processing within the beta band was
predominantly related to motor cortical areas irrespective of the underlying disease and

subcortical target structure. Finally, a recent study that combined diffusion-weighted
imaging (dMRI) with LFP recordings extended these findings to structural connectivity by
showing that DBS electrode contacts from which highest beta power was recorded were
structurally connected to primary motor cortices in a higher extent than adjacent contacts
from which lower beta power values were recorded. In contrast, these adjacent electrodes
were connected to premotor (dorsally adjacent) and also associative and limbic regions
(ventrally adjacent contacts) to a higher extent (Accolla et al., 2016).
Given this tight relationship between STN beta activity, motor function and enhanced
connectivity to motor cortical areas from the sensorimotor STN, beta activity may serve as
a physiomarker for effective STN-DBS. The aim of this study was to map beta power
recorded across a large group of PD patients onto the subcortical anatomical part of the
brain covered by DBS electrodes. Our primary hypothesis was that higher amounts of beta
activity would be found within the dorso-lateral part in comparison to other areas of the
STN. This hypothesis would further illustrate the direct relationship between beta power
and motor function of the nucleus. As a second hypothesis, we expected that beta power
recorded from contact pairs actively used for DBS (i.e. pairs that included the clinically
defined most effective contact) would exceed the power recorded from inactive contact
pairs. This would show that active contacts had been chosen to reside within areas of
enhanced beta activity during clinical testing procedures. Finally, a third goal of the study
was to create a probabilistic electrophysiological atlas of STN activity based on LFP
recordings. We argue that given the great importance and predictive power of the
enhanced beta activity in PD, a spatial mapping of power values would serve to better
understand the functional architecture of the nucleus. Furthermore, the area from which
highest beta power values were recorded could electrophysiologically define the “optimal”
target site for deep brain stimulation surgery in the STN. Thus, in future patients, such an
atlas could be used to i) identify an optimal stimulation site in presurgical planning and ii)
to tune stimulation parameters for an optimal stimulation effect postoperatively.
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Methods
Patients and surgery
In total, sixty-three patients that underwent DBS surgery for severe Parkinson's disease
(PD) between 2000-2014 were included in this retrospective study. From these, nine
patients had to be excluded due to motion artifacts or or pneumocephalus on
postoperative imaging (6), poor image quality that rendered an exact localization of DBS
electrodes impossible (2), or missing postoperative imaging data (1) resulting in a final
cohort of 54 patients (33 male; mean age 61.4 ± 9.0 yrs, range 32–79 yrs). All patients
received two quadripolar DBS leads of model 3389 bilaterally (Medtronic, Minnesota, US;
contact-to-contact distance of 0.5, 2 mm distance between centers of two adjacent
contacts). Surgery was performed under generalized anesthesia but patients were
awakened for two brief sessions in which microelectrode-recording and clinical testing
were performed.
Imaging
All patients underwent pre-operative MR-imaging on a 1.5 T scanner (NT Intera; Philips
Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) using a T2-weighted fast spin-echo (FSE) with
the following parameters: TR = 3500 ms, TE = 138 ms, echo-train length: 8, excitations: 3,
flip angle: 90°, section thickness: 2 mm, section gap: 0.2 mm, FOV: 260 mm (in-plane
resolution 0.51 × 0.51 mm), matrix size: 384 interpolated to 512, total acquisition time, 10
min and 41s.
Postoperative MR-imaging was performed in 51 patients. Within 5 days after implantation
of the electrodes, MR-imaging was performed on the same scanner using a T2-weighted
fast spin-echo (FSE) sequence in low SAR mode with the same parameters as used
pre-operatively. Philips software Version 11.1 level 4 was used. MR sections in the axial
and coronal planes were obtained and processed in this study. In the following, “axial” and
“coronal” volumes refer to acquisitions with voxel sizes of 0.51 × 0.51 mm in the axial or
coronal planes respectively, each with a slice thickness of 2 mm.
Postoperative high-resolution CT images were acquired in the remaining 3 patients on a
LightSpeed16 (GE Medical System, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) Slice CT with a spatial
resolution of 0.49 × 0.49 × 0.67 mm3. Images were acquired in axial (i.e.

sequential/incremental) order at 140 kV and automated mA setting. Noise index was 7.0. A
large SFOV with 50 cm diameter was used.
Postoperative electrode localizations were performed using Lead-DBS software
(http://www.lead-dbs.org; Horn and Kühn, 2015). Namely, postoperative images were
linearly co-registered to preoperative images using SPM12
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/; (Friston et al., 2011; MR modality) and
BRAINSFit software (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/multimodereg/; (Johnson et al., 2007;
CT modality). Images were then nonlinearly warped into standard stereotactic (MNI;
ICBM152 2009b non-linear) space using a fast diffeomorphic image registration algorithm
(DARTEL; Ashburner, 2007). Electrode trajectories were automatically pre-localized and
results were manually refined in MNI space using Lead-DBS.
To identify electrode contacts that resided within / outside the STN, distances between the
centers of electrode contacts and their nearest voxel of the STN volume defined on an
MNI version (Jakab et al., 2012) of the histology-based Morel atlas (Morel, 2013) were
calculated. Contacts with distances below 0.5 mm were considered to be placed within the
STN.
LFP recordings and analysis
LFP were acquired within an interval of two to seven days after surgery with externalized
electrode leads using an external amplifier. The exact setup of LFP-recordings and signal
processing procedures are described in detail elsewhere (Neumann, Jha, et al., 2015;
Neumann, Staub, et al., 2015). Briefly, bipolar LFP activity was recorded from adjacent
contact pairs (01,12,23) in each DBS electrode. Signals were amplified 50k fold and
band-pass filtered at 0.5-250 Hz on a Digitimer D360 (Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire, UK). They were recorded via a 1401 AD converter (Cambridge Electronic
Design, CED, Cambridge, UK) using Spike2 software (CED, Cambridge, UK). Sampling
rate was 1 kHz. In all patients, LFP recordings of 3-5 minutes duration were performed at
rest after overnight withdrawal of dopaminergic medication. Data were visually inspected
and artifacts were rejected. Contact pairs without artifact free segments were excluded
from the analysis. All raw data were transformed into frequency domain by fourier
transform based methods using custom code based on FieldTrip (www.fieldtriptoolbox.org;
Oostenveld et al., 2010) and SPM12. The resulting power spectra were normalized to the
percentage total power of 5-45 Hz and 55-95 Hz to omit potential variations of contact and
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tissue impedances along the electrode. The 0-5 and 45-55 Hz bands were excluded,
because they are prone to movement artifacts and mains noise respectively.
For each pair of neighboring electrode contacts, a value of alpha-, beta-, low beta- and
high beta-power was calculated by averaging spectral power amplitudes for 7-13 Hz,
13-35 Hz, 13-20 Hz or 20-35 Hz respectively. In total, this resulted in 4 × 324 values. Data
from 15 channels had to be excluded due to artifacts and noise on the LFP recordings,
resulting in a final dataset of 309 power values for each frequency band.
Probabilistic mapping of LFP results and determination of active / inactive contact
pairs
All available beta values were mapped onto subcortical anatomy of the brain in common
(MNI) space. Each datapoint was mapped to the Euclidean midpoint between the
coordinates representing the two electrode contacts from which the signal was recorded.
Datapoints from the right hemisphere of the brain were projected onto the left hemisphere
and data was pooled across hemispheres. This led to a scattered point cloud that
accounted for beta or alpha power values in anatomical space. A scattered interpolant was
calculated to estimate power values in the space between data points. No extrapolation
(stretching spatially beyond the field of data values) was applied. A fine equidistant grid
with a spacing of 0.2 mm in each direction was projected onto the data and interpolated
values were obtained for each grid point. To attain for better normality in probabilistic
atlases, resulting 3D image data was smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with
full-width-half-maximum of 0.7 mm. Figure 1 gives an overview about the mapping
method. For visualization, atlases were thresholded at their mean values plus one
standard-deviation (a power value of 3.9 in case of the alpha atlas and 2.1 in case of the
beta atlas). Data was visualized on two-dimensional planes and in 3D renderings using
Lead-DBS software for all figures except for fiber tracking results (see below) which were
rendered using Caret5 (http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/index.php) and TrackVis software
(http://trackvis.org/).
Clinically active contacts were defined based on the most recent entry in the DBS
database of our center. A contact pair was considered active if one or both contacts were
active (i.e. serving as the anode) based on most recent stimulation settings. If all or no
contacts were active, all three beta values of the particular electrode were excluded from
this analysis. A two-sample t-test between normalized beta power in active and inactive
contact pairs was performed and data was plotted in terms of a violin plot (figure 2 B).

Diffusion data
To establish connectivity between “alpha” and “beta” regions of the mapped LFP
recordings, diffusion spectrum and T2-weighted imaging data from 32 subjects of the
Human Connectome Project (HCP) at Massachusetts General Hospital (“MGH HCP Adult
Diffusion”; Setsompop et al., 2013) were obtained from the HCP database
(https://ida.loni.usc.edu/login.jsp). Data was processed using a generalized q-sampling
i m a g i n g a l g o r i t h m ( Ye h e t a l . , 2 0 1 0 ) a s i m p l e m e n t e d i n D S I s t u d i o
(http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org). A white matter mask was estimated by segmenting the
T2-weighted anatomical images and co-registering the images to the b0 image of the
diffusion data using SPM12. In each subject, two-hundred thousand fibers were sampled
within the mask. Fibers were transformed into MNI space using Lead-DBS following the
approach described in (Horn et al., 2016; Horn et al., 2013). Fibers that traversed through
the “alpha” but not “beta” seed regions (and vice versa) were isolated from the
connectome and visualized using TrackVis software (http://www.trackvis.org). Fiber density
maps of these tracts were isolated and projected onto the MNI 2009b nonlinear brain
template which had also been used for normalizations. Maps were z-scored and linearly
contrasted to each other, resulting in a beta vs. alpha contrast map. This map was
projected onto the Conte69 brain surface atlas (Van Essen et al., 2012) using the metric
enclosing voxel mapping algorithm as implemented in Caret5 software
(http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/index.php/Caret:Download).
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Results
In this retrospectively analyzed cohort of patients, average relative UPDRS-III motor score
improvements as an effect of DBS treatment were 49.6 ± 24.6 % (average UPDRS-III
33.78 ± 12.0 points OFF stimulation versus 16.7 ± 8.6 points ON stimulation, both
measured after >12 hours of dopaminergic medication withdrawal). Analysis of electrode
localizations revealed that 364 contact centers (of 432 total; 84%) were located closer than
0.5 mm to the center of the nearest voxel of the STN volume defined by the Morel atlas in
standard space (Krauth et al., 2010; Jakab et al., 2012). Given the diameter of the
electrodes (1.27 mm), these contacts definitely resided within the STN based on the
localization model. Furthermore, 399 contact centers (92%) were closer than 1 mm to the
nearest STN voxel center. Finally, 423 contact centers (98%) were closer than 2 mm to the
nearest STN voxel center and given both the size of the STN atlas voxels (isotropic 0.4
mm) and the size of the receptive field in LFP recordings due to volume conduction (which
has been described to amount to a magnitude of ~0.5-3 mm even when using
microelectrodes; Juergens et al., 1999), these electrode contact pairs were considered to
still capture signals from the STN. Only four contacts resided more distant than 3 mm to
their closest STN voxel center. All contact pairs were included in subsequent analyses
because the design of the LFP power localization experiment did not necessarily require
signals to be recorded from within the STN. However, similar results were obtained for the
analysis excluding these four contacts. Figure 2 A shows a three-dimensional rendering of
all 124 trajectories and subcortical structures defined by the Morel atlas.
To analyze the relationship between alpha/beta power and stimulation effects, power
values from clinically active (n=165) and inactive (n=102) contact pairs were compared in
two-sample t-tests (figure 2 B). Active contact pairs included all anodal stimulation (single
or double monopolar contacts or interleaving mode) contacts but not the contacts used in
a bipolar mode for cathodal stimulation (see methods). In 13 electrodes, all contact pairs
fulfilled the criterion to be considered active. These data points were excluded from the
analysis (n=39). Please note that this was the case if e.g. the two middle electrode
contacts were switched on or if more complex interleaved stimulation settings were
applied. Beta power recorded from active contact pairs significantly exceeded power
recorded from inactive contact pairs (p=0.024, figure 2 B). Similar to the whole beta band,
average values from active contact pairs were also higher in the low beta (p=0.020) but
not high beta (p=0.149) band than the ones from inactive contact pairs. In contrast, alpha

values recorded from inactive contact pairs significantly exceeded values from active
contact pairs (p=0.02). Effect sizes r (and Cohen‘s d) were 0.13 (0.27) for beta, -0.13
(-0.26) for alpha, 0.15 (0.30) for low beta but 0.07 (0.14) for high beta.
Subsequently, frequency-specific power distributions for alpha (8-13 Hz) and beta bands
(13-35 Hz) were visualized in subcortical space based on local field potential recordings
from all contact pairs. In a first analysis (figure 3), spatial distributions of power across
alpha and beta bands were compared to each other. The peak of beta-mapping resided
within the postero-dorso-lateral portion of the STN at an MNI coordinate of x = ±12.0 y =
-14.4 z = -8.6 whereas the peak of the alpha-mapping was located antero-medial to it at an
MNI coordinate of x = ±11.5, y = -12.5, z = -7.9. When power values were mapped to an
atlas that defines functional zones within the nucleus (Accolla et al., 2014), the beta peak
was located at the dorsal border of the sensorimotor part, whereas the alpha peak was
located at the boundary between sensorimotor and associative part (figure 4).
There is an ongoing discussion on potentially different functional roles of high and low beta
activity. Therefore, a sub-analysis between low (13-20 Hz) and high (20-35 Hz) beta power
was added (figure 5). Here, low beta power was high in a larger area that included the
smaller area highlighting high beta power. However, as expected, both bands were again
predominantly expressed in the sensorimotor part of the nucleus.
Peak regions for alpha and beta power were subsequently used as seeds in a
fiber-tracking experiment within a normalized group connectome that was based on human
connectome project (HCP) data from 32 healthy subjects (MGH HCP Adult Diffusion;
Setsompop et al., 2013). Projections of fibers seeding from beta and alpha peaks to the
rest of the brain were normalized and contrasted (figure 6 A). According to a spatial
overlap to regions defined by the SPM Anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005), projections
from the beta seed were stronger in primary motor cortex, BA 44/45 and thalamic subparts
that were assigned to motor and premotor subregions according to the Oxford thalamic
connectivity atlas (Behrens et al., 2003). In contrast, fibers traversing through the alpha
seed projected more strongly to premotor cortices, the rolandic operculum and
prefrontal/temporal subparts of the thalamus. Please note that these thalamic
subparcellations do not correspond to actual thalamic nuclei but were again defined based
on dMRI-projections of the thalamus to cortical areas in the original study by Behrens and
colleagues. Fibers that traversed through alpha and beta seeds as well as motor/premotor
cortices (combined Brodmann areas four and six as defined by the automatic anatomical
labeling atlas; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) were isolated from the group connectome and
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visualized in figure 6 B-C. Fibers traversing through the beta seed originated 1.75 times as
much from primary motor cortex in comparison to fibers that traversed through the alpha
seed. This again suggests relatively more projections from pre-motor regions to the part of
the STN with enhanced activity within the alpha band and relatively more input from
primary motor regions to the part with enhanced beta band activity.

Discussion
Our results show a frequency-specific distribution of LFP power in the STN with largest
beta band activity (13-35 Hz) located in the dorsolateral part of the nucleus and alpha
band activity (8-12 Hz) present in an area ventromedial to peaks of beta power. Moreover,
we could show that active contacts of DBS electrodes exhibited significantly higher beta
power at rest. The stimulated subareas of the STN with largest beta power showed higher
connectivity to the motor cortex as compared to alpha seed regions that were more
strongly connected to premotor/frontal cortical areas.
Broadly speaking, in the brain, frequencies are usually regarded as a more or less direct
function of distance and functional context (Buzsaki, 2011). In particular, distant regions of
the brain generally communicate in lower frequencies than adjacent ones and brain
functions that require a high processing speed, such as in the sensorimotor domain use
high frequencies. This is an oversimplified concept, of course, but the principle of
overlapping communication streams that use different frequencies seems to apply also to
basal ganglia – cortical loops; e.g. frequency-specific and spatially distributed STN-cortical
networks in PD (Litvak et al., 2011). In the study by Litvak and colleagues, an alpha band
network to the STN was driven by parietotemporal cortical and brainstem regions whereas
a beta network by motor cortices. A similar beta band network was found for pallidal –
motor cortical interactions in dystonia patients using simultaneous MEG and LFP
recordings (Neumann, Jha, et al., 2015). Moreover, in the STN, recent observations
showed that the degree of phase amplitude coupling across frequency bands is
associated with motor symptoms in PD and can be modulated by levodopa and DBS (de
Hemptinne et al., 2013; 2015; LopezAzcarate:2010ji; van Wijk et al., 2016). In agreement
with these findings, a study that analyzed structural connectivity from STN-DBS contacts
exhibiting the highest beta power in LFP recordings were also more strongly connected to
the primary motor cortex (Accolla et al., 2016). In contrast, adjacent electrode contacts
were more strongly connected to either premotor cortices (and less to primary motor
cortices) or to medial temporal structures (and less to primary and premotor cortices).
These studies agree in the fact that beta-power recorded within the STN (and also the
pallidum) seems to originate from a source that is both structurally and functionally
connected to the motor cortex.
In the present study, we could extend these findings by showing that beta activity was
predominantly present in the dorsolateral part of the STN, which corresponds to its
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sensori-motor functional zone (Accolla et al., 2014; Lambert et al., 2012; Mathai and
Smith, 2011). When directly comparing the spatial locations of the alpha- and beta- peaks
to an STN subdivisions atlas (Accolla et al., 2014), it became eminent that the beta peak
was located inside the sensori-motor functional zone of the atlas. This supports the
hypotheses that the source of beta-power within the STN seems to i) play a role in
motor-processing of the nucleus and ii) to be linked to or driven by the primary motor
cortex. Furthermore, the alpha-peak was located within the associative part of the Accolla
functional STN atlas – or at least on the border between its sensorimotor- and associative
subparts. As pointed out by Mathai and colleagues, however, in primates, cortical inputs
from primary motor cortex innervate the dorsolateral STN, whereas the supplementary
motor area, pre-motor and cingulate motor cortices send projections to the dorsomedial
STN (Haynes and Haber, 2013; Mathai and Smith, 2011; Nambu et al., 1996; 1997;
Takada et al., 2001). Thus, in primates, a further subdivision of the sensorimotor part into a
premotor-afferent and primary-motor-afferent part has been achieved. In agreement with
these results, the more laterally located beta and more medially located alpha peaks of our
study were predominantly more strongly connected to motor and premotor cortices,
respectively (figure 6). A parcellation of the STN that further subdivides its sensorimotor
functional zone has not been attempted in humans so far. In contrast, in the study by
Accolla and colleagues, the sensori-motor part of the STN was defined by connectivity to
either primary motor or pre-motor cortices, it did not differentiate between the two. Thus,
we argue that even though the Accolla atlas would localize the alpha-peak to the
associative part of the STN, it could functionally still serve motor- or, more specifically,
pre-motor related processing. A more explicit functional segregation of the two
electrophysiologically defined peak regions goes beyond the scope of this study, especially
as all findings are based on LFP rest recordings that do not take into account
movement-related changes of activity patterns. However, in line with the recent discussion
toward a functional organization of the STN without strict anatomical borders or septa
(Accolla et al., 2014; 2016; Alkemade, 2013; Alkemade and Forstmann, 2014; Lambert et
al., 2012), we propose that the alpha and beta regions estimated in our study might be
part of a functional gradient of neuronal populations that – based on their connectivity and
functional role – synchronize predominantly in the respective frequencies. Thus, they may
describe a spatial frequency gradient that corresponds to the functional gradient proposed
by Alkemade and colleagues.

As mentioned in the introduction, within the STN, activity in the beta-band is of particular
importance since it has been identified as a potential biomarker for disease severity in PD
(Hammond et al., 2007; Kühn and Volkmann, 2016). Importantly, treatment with L-DOPA
(Kühn, Kupsch, et al., 2006) and DBS (Eusebio et al., 2011; Kühn et al., 2008) reduced
beta-power within the STN in parallel with clinical improvement in motor symptoms. Given
these results, the probabilistic ‘location’ of the source that promotes highest beta-activity
within the STN may embody the ideal target for deep brain stimulation therapy. In line with
this, beta power values recorded from active contact pairs were significantly higher than
the ones recorded from inactive contacts. The inverse applied for alpha power values. The
best band to discriminate between active and inactive pairs was the low beta band that is
also most strongly modulated by levodopa (Priori et al., 2004). It is established that the
optimal stimulation site of the STN resides within its sensorimotor functional zone
(Eisenstein et al., 2014; Nowinski, Belov, Pollak and Benabid, 2005b; Welter et al., 2014;
Wodarg et al., 2012) or at its dorsal border (Butson, Cooper, Jamie M Henderson, et al.,
2011; Herzog et al., 2004; Maks et al., 2009). In a recent study that established a
probabilistic atlas relating stimulation sites to clinical outcome within the same stereotactic
standard space used in the present study, an “optimal” stimulation coordinate was located
to the MNI coordinate of x = ±12.4 y = -14.6 z = -8.8 mm (Horn et al. 2016, submitted) and
was thus surprisingly close to the peak of the electrophysiological atlas created here (x =
±12.0 y = -14.4 z = -8.6). Given the magnitude in resolution of MR imaging, these two peak
coordinates (with 0.5 mm in distance) may be considered to describe the same point in
anatomical space. Please note that in the two studies, completely different concepts
(clinical vs. electrophysiological) and different patient cohorts with different sizes (20 vs. 54
patients) were analyzed. Still, a very similar spatial position was estimated as the “optimal
target” in DBS for PD. A synopsis of the two atlases (clinical and physiologically
determined) is shown in figure 7 A. Also, a use-case example of the electrophysiological
beta-atlas estimated in this study is illustrated (figure 7 B). In this example, the DBS lead
of a hypothetical patient is localized in MNI space. By overlaying the beta peak atlas onto
its electrode, it becomes eminent that – based on the model – the second uppermost
contact should serve as the most effective stimulation contact, clinically. Using
model-inversion on the calculated E-field used to generate the volume of tissue activated
(VTA), computer algorithms could automatically calculate the optimal stimulation
parameters to maximize overlap between VTA and an (electrophysiological) atlas. In the
future, such procedures may become more important with increasing complexity in
electrode designs (Kühn and Volkmann, 2016).
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Main limitations of the present study are threefold. First, the localization technique and
normalization of electrode coordinates into common space comes with inevitable
inaccuracies. Namely, resolution of postoperative imaging in a clinical setting is limited to a
magnitude of ~0.5-1 mm. Furthermore, co-registrations between preoperative images
(which are used to estimate the deformation fields into MNI space) and postoperative
images (which contain the information of electrode placements) has inherent limitations,
especially in cases with pneumocephalus on postoperative images. Last, the nonlinear
deformation into MNI space itself (often referred to as the normalization process) cannot
be perfectly accurate by definition. These issues are inevitable within the field of electrode
localizations and may never be overcome completely. However, the analysis software
used in the present study was designed especially for this purpose and with the aim to limit
sources of error in each processing step as much as possible. The software works on
highly interpolated data that gains the best mean anatomical information from axial,
coronal and sagittal postoperative acquisitions (Horn and Kühn, 2015). Each
co-registration and normalization result was carefully controlled by visual inspection using
a special tool that is part of Lead-DBS. Great care was given to exclude subjects with poor
imaging quality, motion artifacts or pneumocephalus. Finally, a modern normalization
algorithm was applied to warp into MNI space (Ashburner, 2007) that showed superior or
equal to 13 competing algorithms (Klein et al., 2009).
A second limitation is the in-between patient comparability of electrophysiological
recordings. Since data had to be pooled across patients to generate a probabilistic atlas,
comparability between datasets is a fundamental prerequisite of this study. To this end,
electrophysiological data has been processed using a well-established pipeline (Neumann
et al., 2014; Neumann, Jha, et al., 2015; Neumann, Staub, et al., 2015) to create
normalized spectral power estimates primarily influenced by electrode position. Given the
large cohort of patients analyzed here, the time point of their LFP data acquisition was
distributed across ten years. However, LFP-signals were always recorded within an
interval of 2-5 days after surgery. In contrast, clinically active contacts of each patient had
to be determined based on the most recent entry in the clinical database of our center due
to the retrospective nature of the study. Thus, in some cases, the comparisons between
LFP power calculated from active vs. inactive contacts may have used electrophysiological
data recorded many years before determining which contacts to use, clinically. This may
be seen as a limitation of the study but also bears an interesting conclusion about the
robustness of predictions that can be made based on beta recordings across time. Stated

differently, in some patients, LFP signals recorded a decade ago still have predictive
power about the efficacy of different electrode contacts. Tied to this limitation was the
process of how to determine active vs. inactive contact pairs at all. In cases where one
electrode contact served as the anode, the two contact pairs that comprised this contact
were considered active (and the remaining one inactive). Using leads with more than three
contact pairs would have resulted in more data for inactive pairs. However, across
patients, 102 inactive contact pairs (vs. 165 active pairs) remained to form a substantial
data basis allowing for statistical comparison.
A final limitation of the present study is that it is not trivial to estimate the real spatial
source of an electrophysiological signal based on three time series recorded in a single
electrode. For instance, if an electrophysiological signal is captured using three
equidistantly placed contacts A-C and the (unknown) source of the signal is located
between points A and B, the signal recorded between B and C may still be larger than the
one between A and B in some special cases. Methods to overcome this include the
analysis of phase-reversal between electrode contact pairs (Accolla et al., 2016;
Rodríguez-Oroz et al., 2011). On the other hand, such an analysis is very limited in
datasets consisting of three signals only. Namely, the phase-reversal needs to occur
between either the time series recorded from pairs 01 and 12 or between 12 and 23 to be
meaningful. Given these limitations, we chose to map power values onto the midpoints
between the two contacts that generated the signal. This implies the assumption that the
source captured in each signal is basically located between the contact pair and does not
take volume conduction effects into account. This assumption may not be true in each
case and constitutes a true limitation of the study. However, we argue that it is still the best
and most robust way to map electrophysiological sources onto anatomical space based on
datasets consisting of only three channels each.
In summary, we have shown a spatial distribution of alpha and beta frequencies within the
STN in PD patients. Beta power values were predominantly highest in the dorsolateral part
of the STN and alpha band activity dominated in a region located ventrolaterally to it.
Furthermore, beta power values recorded from active electrode contacts were higher than
the ones recorded from inactive contacts. The reverse applied for alpha power. Our results
underpin that a high amount of beta power may indicate an optimal target site for DBS
within the STN. In the future, beta band activity may help to confirm the target region
intraoperatively and to identify best contacts for DBS when using more complex electrodes
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with multiple contacts. The electrophysiological atlases estimated in this study will be
made publicly available with the software package Lead-DBS (www.lead-dbs.org).
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Figure Legends
Figure 1: Overview of electrode mapping using the example of beta power. A)
Normalization of postoperative images into MNI space. B) Localization of electrode
placement using Lead-DBS. C) Each electrode contact pair is labeled with its according
beta-power. This generates a point-cloud of data values in three-dimensional (anatomical)
space. D) By estimating a scattered interpolant across data points, a slice visualization or
3D isovolume visualization (see fig. 4) becomes feasible.

Figure 2: A) Placement of electrodes visualized in context of a 3D representation of the
Morel atlas in MNI space. The ICMB 152 2009b nonlinear template is visualized in the
background. STN: subthalamic nucleus. RN: red nucleus. mtt: mammillo-thalamic tract.
pulv.: Pulvinar. B) Comparison of z-scored alpha and beta power recorded from active
contact pairs in patient‘s long-term DBS settings (left violin plots) versus inactive contact
pairs (right violin plots). Beta power showed significantly higher values in active contact
pairs, whereas alpha power values were higher when recording from inactive contacts.

Figure 3: Probabilistic atlas of beta (top row) and alpha (bottom row) power recorded from
62 patients (372 contact pairs). Axial (left), coronar (mid) and saggital (right) cuts.
Associative (assoc.) and sensorimotor (motor) parts of subthalamic nucleus defined by
Accolla STN atlas (Accolla et al., 2014). Red nucleus (RN), internal part of the pallidum
(GPi) and substantia nigra defined by ATAG atlas (Keuken et al., 2014). Note that the beta
peak is located more dorsolateral (x = ±12.0 y = -14.4 z = -8.6 ) whereas the alpha peak is
located ventromedial (x = ±11.5, y = -12.5, z = -7.9).
Figure 4: Comparison to the Accolla 2014 STN subdivisions atlas. Here, subdivisions of
the STN have been identified by structural connectivity analysis using diffusion MRI based
fiber tracking (Accolla et al., 2014). The peaks of recorded beta-power (red volume) and
alpha- (orange volume) predominantly reside within the STN motor functional zone and the
associative functional zone or the border between motor and associative zones
respectively. For illustration purposes, the electrophysiological volumes were masked by
the anatomical volume of the STN. Without masking, the volume for beta-power would
extend dorsally into the zona incerta.

Figure 5: Probabilistic atlas of low (top row) and high (bottom row) beta power mapped to
subcortical space. See figure 3 for additional information.

Figure 6: A: Visualization of normalized connectivity profiles when seeding from the
electrophysiologically defined alpha vs. beta peak on a HCP group connectome. The beta
peak is predominantly more connected to primary motor cortices and motor functional
zones of the thalamus as defined by the Oxford thalamic connectivity atlas (Behrens et al.,
2003). In contrast, the alpha seed is relatively stronger connected to supplementary motor
and other premotor areas such as post. and sup. medial cortices. B+C: Fibertracts
traversing through the same electrophysiologically defined alpha and beta seeds within the
STN. Two distinct fiber bundles with a different twist angle can be outlined and fibers that
traverse through the alpha seed again primarily originate from premotor areas of the cortex
whereas fibers selected by the beta seed from primary motor area. D: Schematic
representation of STN connectivity that in comparison to figure 4 further parcellates the
sensorimotor STN into areas predominantly receiving input from primary motor (red) vs.
premotor (cyan) cortices informed by non-human primate research (figure adapted from
(Mathai and Smith, 2011)).

Figure 7: A: Comparison of the spatial location of peaks in a probabilistic atlas that is
based on mean UPDRS hemibody score improvements (Horn et al. 2016, submitted; peak
coordinates x = ±12.4 y = -14.6 z = -8.8 mm) and the beta power atlas estimated in this
study (x = ±12.0 y = -14.4 z = -8.6). Axial slice cut at z = -8.7 mm. B: Exemplary use-case
of the probabilistic beta power atlas estimated in this study. A DBS lead is modeled within
the STN. After localization, stimulation parameters are tuned in a way to maximize the
overlap between volume of tissue activated (VTA, red) and the beta power hot-spot
(yellow). In this example, an low amplitude of 0.8V at 1kΩ impedance is modeled at the
second dorsalmost contact using the heuristic VTA-model developed by Mädler and
colleagues (Madler and Coenen, 2012). This panel illustrates the concept of VTA-modeling
based on an electrophysiological atlas and is not based on actual patient data.
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Figure 1: Overview of electrode mapping using the example of beta power. A)
Normalization of postoperative images into MNI space. B) Localization of electrode
placement using Lead-DBS. C) Each electrode contact pair is labeled with its according
beta-power. This generates a point-cloud of data values in three-dimensional (anatomical)
space. D) By estimating a scattered interpolant across data points, a slice visualization or
3D isovolume visualization (see fig. 4) becomes feasible.
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Figure 2: A) Placement of electrodes visualized in context of a 3D representation of the
Morel atlas in MNI space. The ICMB 152 2009b asymmetric template is visualized in the
background. STN: subthalamic nucleus. RN: red nucleus. mtt: mammillo-thalamic tract.
pulv.: Pulvinar. B) Comparison of z-scored alpha and beta power recorded from active
contact pairs in patient‘s long-term DBS settings (left violin plots) versus inactive contact
pairs (right violin plots). Beta power showed significantly higher values in active contact
pairs, whereas alpha power values were higher when recording from inactive contacts.
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Figure 3: Probabilistic atlas of beta (top row) and alpha (bottom row) power recorded from
62 patients (372 contact pairs). Axial (left), coronar (mid) and saggital (right) cuts.
Associative (assoc.) and sensorimotor (motor) parts of subthalamic nucleus defined by
Accolla STN atlas {Accolla:2014di}. Red nucleus (RN), internal part of the pallidum (GPi)
and substantia nigra defined by ATAG atlas {Keuken:2014jv}. Note that the beta peak is
located more dorsolateral (x = ±12.0 y = -14.4 z = -8.6 ) whereas the alpha peak is located
ventromedial (x = ±11.5, y = -12.5, z = -7.9).
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Figure 4: Comparison to the Accolla 2014 STN subdivisions atlas. Here, subdivisions of
the STN have been identified by structural connectivity analysis using diffusion MRI based
fiber tracking {Accolla:2014di}. The peaks of recorded beta-power (red volume) and alpha(orange volume) predominantly reside within the STN motor functional zone and the
associative functional zone or the border between motor and associative zones
respectively. For illustration purposes, the electrophysiological volumes were masked by
the anatomical volume of the STN. Without masking, the volume for beta-power would
extend dorsally into the zona incerta.
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Figure 5: Probabilistic atlas of low (top row) and high (bottom row) beta power mapped to
subcortical space. See figure 3 for additional information.
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Figure 6: A: Visualization of normalized connectivity profiles when seeding from the
electrophysiologically defined alpha vs. beta peak on a HCP group connectome. The beta
peak is predominantly more connected to primary motor cortices and motor functional
zones of the thalamus as defined by the Oxford thalamic connectivity atlas {Behrens:
2003eb}. In contrast, the alpha seed is relatively stronger connected to supplementary
motor and other premotor areas such as post. and sup. medial cortices. B+C: Fibertracts
traversing through the same electrophysiologically defined alpha and beta seeds within the
STN. Two distinct fiber bundles with a different twist angle can be outlined and fibers that
traverse through the alpha seed again primarily originate from premotor areas of the cortex
whereas fibers selected by the beta seed from primary motor area. D: Schematic
representation of STN connectivity that in comparison to figure 4 further parcellates the
sensorimotor STN into areas predominantly receiving input from primary motor (red) vs.
premotor (cyan) cortices informed by non-human primate research (figure adapted from
{Mathai:2011ic}).

Figure 7: A: Comparison of the spatial location of peaks in a probabilistic atlas that is
based on mean UPDRS hemibody score improvements (Horn et al. 2016, submitted; peak
coordinates x = ±12.4 y = -14.6 z = -8.8 mm) and the beta power atlas estimated in this
study (x = ±12.0 y = -14.4 z = -8.6). Axial slice cut at z = -8.7 mm. B: Exemplary use-case
of the probabilistic beta power atlas estimated in this study. A DBS lead is modeled within
the STN. After localization, stimulation parameters are tuned in a way to maximize the
overlap between volume of tissue activated (VTA, red) and the beta power hot-spot
(yellow). In this example, an low amplitude of 0.8V at 1kΩ impedance is modeled at the
second dorsalmost contact using the heuristic VTA-model developed by Mädler and
colleagues {Madler:2012br}. This panel illustrates the concept of VTA-modeling based on
an electrophysiological atlas and is not based on actual patient data.

